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Bacteria swim by means of rotating flagella that are
powered by ion influx through membrane-spanning
motor complexes. Escherichia coli and related spe-
cies harness a chemosensory and signal transduc-
tion machinery that governs the direction of flagellar
rotation and allows them to navigate in chemical
gradients. Here, we show that Escherichia coli can
also fine-tune its swimming speed with the help of
a molecular brake (YcgR) that, upon binding of the
nucleotide second messenger cyclic di-GMP, inter-
acts with the motor protein MotA to curb flagellar
motor output. Swimming velocity is controlled by
the synergistic action of at least five signaling
proteins that adjust the cellular concentration of
cyclic di-GMP. Activation of this network and the
resulting deceleration coincide with nutrient deple-
tion and might represent an adaptation to starvation.
These experiments demonstrate that bacteria can
modulate flagellar motor output and thus swimming
velocity in response to environmental cues.
INTRODUCTION
Actively moving cells can direct their migration toward favorable
conditions by decoding extracellular gradients of metabolites
either spatially or temporally (Stephens et al., 2008). Information
about the environment can be translated into changing motor
speed and/or directionality. Escherichia coli and related bacteria
move by swimming through liquid environments with the help of
six to eight rotating flagella that are anchored via basal bodies at
randomly distributed positions in the cell envelope. When all
flagellar motors simultaneously rotate in the counterclockwise
(CCW) direction, the individual flagellar filaments are combined
into a bundle and the cell is propelled forward in a straight run.
These runs are interrupted by tumbles, short episodes of clock-
wise (CW) flagellar rotation, leading to bundle dispersal and
a random reorientation of the cell. Tumbles are suppressedwhen cells happen to swim into a favorable direction. In the pres-
ence of a chemical gradient, this behavior transmits into a biased
random walk that directs net migration and thus allows the
bacterial cell to perform chemotaxis. Tumble events are initiated
by binding of the phosphorylated form of CheY to the flagellar
switch complex. The phosphorylation status of CheY and thus
tumble frequency is controlled by a well-understood signal pro-
cessing machinery that is able to sense, respond, and adapt to
chemical gradients (Hazelbauer et al., 2008).
Flagellar rotation is powered by proton flux across inner
membrane channels composed of a heterohexameric com-
plex of the motor proteins MotA and MotB (stoichiometry
MotA4MotB2) (Kojima and Blair, 2004). Eleven such stator
complexes align the outside of the flagellar C ring, the cyto-
plasmic part of the flagellar rotor, which consists of multiple
copies of the FliG, FliM and FliN proteins (Reid et al., 2006).
Transformation of chemical energy from proton influx into torque
is believed to involve direct electrostatic interactions between
MotA and FliG, while switching from CCW to CW rotation
requires interaction of phosphorylated CheY with FliM (Berg,
2003; Sowa and Berry, 2008). The stator complexes function
independently of each other with a single active stator complex
being sufficient to spin a flagellar filament. However, under
conditions of high load (that is when high viscous drag is exerted
on the filament), submaximal numbers of active stator complexes
lead to intermediate rotation frequencies (Blair and Berg, 1988).
When grown in batch culture, E. coli modulates its swimming
speed, which peaks in late exponential phase and declines
upon entry into stationary phase despite full flagellation (Amsler
et al., 1993). Because it is known that motor speed is propor-
tional to proton motive force (Gabel and Berg, 2003; Meister
et al., 1987), it was speculated that speed variation is based on
changes in proton motive force. Although different bacteria are
able to swim at different maximal speeds, it is not known whether
bacterial motor output is a hardwired trait or whether bacteria
can modulate their velocity deliberately in response to environ-
mental cues.
Recent reports suggested that the second messenger cyclic
di-GMP (c-di-GMP) inhibits motility in bacteria (Ryjenkov et al.,
2006; Wolfe and Visick, 2008). This compound is produced by
a family of enzymes called diguanylate cyclases (DGCs) and isCell 141, 107–116, April 2, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 107
Figure 1. A c-di-GMP Network Fine-Tunes Bacterial Swimming
Velocity
Normalized swarm size (with standard error bars) and median swimming
velocity of E. coli WT and c-di-GMP signaling mutants are shown. Swimming
velocities are shown as box plots summarizing velocities of at least 100 indi-
vidual cells. Boxes enclose the lower and upper quartile, thick horizontal lines
represent the median, dashed lines the extreme values, and circles are outliers
of individual cells. C-di-GMP concentrations are indicated in pmol per mg total
protein. Mutant genotypes are shown, and protein functions are indicated by
a color code (orange, DGC; red, PDE; blue, YcgR). ‘‘D6pde’’ indicates deletion
of six predicted PDE coding genes (see Table S2). The network of c-di-GMP
signaling proteins is indicated at the bottom of the figure. ‘‘pGpG,’’ linear
dimeric GMP. Vertical bars represent transmembrane helices. Pairwise
comparisons of the WT and the DyhjH mutant with all other mutants for
different median swimming velocities are shown in Table S1. See also
Figure S1 and Movie S1.degraded by specific phosphodiesterases (PDEs). DGCs typi-
cally harbor a C-terminal GGDEF output domain that catalyzes
c-di-GMP production and an N-terminal signal input domain
that regulates the activity of the catalytic domain. PDEs harbor
a catalytic C-terminal EAL domain and an N-terminal signal input
domain (Hengge, 2009; Jenal and Malone, 2006; Schirmer and
Jenal, 2009). Whereas the catalytic mechanisms of DGCs and
PDEs are relatively well understood, the nature of the signals
controlling their activity is only known in a few cases. GGDEF
and EAL domain proteins are found in most bacteria, and in
most cases a single bacterial genome encodes many different
members of these protein families (Galperin, 2005). The
response to fluctuating cellular levels of c-di-GMP is mediated
by a variety of specific effector proteins or RNAs that control
specific cellular processes (Schirmer and Jenal, 2009). The
most prevalent example of such effectors are c-di-GMP-binding
proteins harboring a PilZ domain (Amikam and Galperin, 2006).
YcgR, a PilZ domain protein from E. coli, was shown to bind
c-di-GMP in vitro and to somehow interfere with E. coli motility
upon genetic inactivation of the PDE YhjH (Ko and Park, 2000;
Ryjenkov et al., 2006). Interestingly, yhjH and ycgR are coregu-
lated with the flagellar and chemotaxis genes (Frye et al., 2006;
Ko and Park, 2000). Together, these observations led to a simple
model in which YhjH limits the cellular c-di-GMP concentration,
thereby preventing YcgR activation by c-di-GMP, and conse-
quently allowing for unrestricted motility. Although some DGCs
were genetically linked to YcgR-mediated motility control (Girgis
et al., 2007; Pesavento et al., 2008), the full network of DGCs and
PDEs responsible for this behavior remained unclear. Moreover,
the molecular mechanism of how c-di-GMP and YcgR interfere
with cell motility is still elusive. While some authors proposed
that YcgR regulates motility as such (Ko and Park, 2000; Ryjen-
kov et al., 2006), others proposed that DyhjH mutants have
a chemotaxis or motor assembly defect (Girgis et al., 2007;
Wolfe and Visick, 2008). In the absence of strong experimental
evidence for any of these mechanisms, it even remained
possible that the effect on motility is indirect, e.g., through the
production of cell surface exposed adhesive factors that might
slow down bacteria passively. Here, we unravel the molecular
mechanism underlying c-di-GMP mediated motility control. We
show that YcgR directly interacts with the flagellar motor protein
MotA in response to c-di-GMP binding. We present evidence
that YcgR gradually reduces flagellar motor function by inacti-
vating individual stator units in a brake-like fashion. We suggest
that the YcgR brake mechanism involves electrostatic interac-
tions between MotA and the rotor protein FliG. Furthermore,
we identify a network of five c-di-GMP signaling proteins that
work synergistically to adjust the concentration of c-di-GMP
in E. coli cells and thereby fine-tunes bacterial velocity. We
propose that one physiological role of this network is to adapt
bacterial swimming speed upon nutrient limitation.
RESULTS
A Network of Diguanylate Cyclases Regulates E. coli
Motility
To test which c-di-GMP signaling components contribute to
motility control in E. coli, we tested 29 mutants, representing108 Cell 141, 107–116, April 2, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.all E. coli proteins harboring a GGDEF and/or EAL domain, for
their swimming behavior in soft agar plates (0.3% agar). Bacteria
in these plates generate a chemical gradient by depletion of
nutrients at the site of inoculation. Motile and chemotactic cells
can follow this gradient and migrate away from the center,
thereby forming a concentric ‘‘swarm’’ colony. The size of these
swarms is determined by swimming velocity and chemotactic
performance. A mutant lacking the YhjH PDE showed a severe
phenotype in this assay (Frye et al., 2006; Ko and Park, 2000;
Ryjenkov et al., 2006) (Figure 1). In addition, mutational inactiva-
tion of YliE, another EAL domain protein, led to a weak motility
defect (approximately 90% swarm size compared to the wild-
type [WT]), while inactivation of none of the other GGDEF/EAL
domain proteins had any effect (data not shown). We focused
on YhjH and asked which DGC(s) are involved in blocking
motility in the DyhjH mutant. To this end, the DyhjH mutation
was individually combined with mutations inactivating all 19
proteins harboring a GGDEF domain. Deletion of the yedQ,
yfiN, yddV, or yegE genes led to partial restoration of motility in
the yhjH mutant background. Accumulation of deletions of all
four genes restored motility of theDyhjHmutant strain in an addi-
tive manner. This suggested that all four proteins are DGCs that
synergistically adjust the cellular c-di-GMP concentration for
motility control (Figure 1). Furthermore, a yhjH+ strain lacking
the four DGCs showed a similar swarm size to the WT, theDycgR
mutant, or the DyhjH DycgR double mutant. In summary, these
data suggest that the four DGCs, YfiN, YegE, YedQ, and
YddV, together with the PDE YhjH (and possibly YliE) form a
network that regulates cell motility in E. coli by modulating
cellular levels of c-di-GMP.
Fine-Tuning of Bacterial Swimming Velocity
by c-di-GMP Adjustment
Although experiments with motility plates facilitate the analysis
of many different mutants, this assay is not well suited to deter-
mine whether a mutant has a motility defect or is unable to follow
chemical gradients. To distinguish between chemotaxis and
velocity defects, we recorded trajectories of individual motile
bacteria with the help of dark-field video microscopy. Under
the experimental conditions used for these tracking experi-
ments, no chemical gradients exist and cells tumble very rarely
(Movie S1 available online; see also the Experimental Proce-
dures). Determination of the swimming velocity of the DyhjH
mutant revealed that this strain swims slowly, with the majority
of cells displaying speeds of 12–17 mm/s (median 14.7 mm/s),
compared to the WT at 20–31 mm/s (median 24.9 mm/s) or the
DyhjHDycgRmutant at 20–29 mm/s (median 25.9 mm/s) (Figure 1,
Movie S1). Statistical analysis revealed that this reduction in
speed is significant (Table S1). Moreover, as observed macro-
scopically on swarm plates, the successive deletion of diguany-
late cyclases led to intermediate swimming speeds ranging
between velocities for the WT and the DyhjH mutant. Simulta-
neous removal of all four DGCs or the deletion of ycgR led to
swimming speeds that are slightly higher than that of the WT
(median velocities of 26.5 mm/s and 26.2 mm/s, respectively).
Similarly, a yhjH+ strain lacking all four DGCs showed slightly
increased motility compared to that of the WT (median velocity
= 27.4 mm/s). Determination of the cellular levels of c-di-GMP
in several of these strains revealed an inverse correlation
between the observed swimming speed and internal c-di-GMP
(Figure 1). Whereas c-di-GMP concentrations were below the
detection limit in WT cells and in cells lacking all four DGCs,
c-di-GMP concentrations varied in the other strains within a
concentration range that corresponds well with the in vitro
affinity of YcgR for its ligand (KD in the low mM range) (Ryjenkov
et al., 2006). Interestingly, deletion of six additional potential PDE
coding genes (‘‘D6pde’’) led to a further increase of the c-di-GMP
concentration and concomitant reduction of swimming velocity
and swarm size compared to a DyhjH single mutant (Figure 1).
This indicated that additional components of the E. coli
c-di-GMP network are involved in swimming speed control.
Comparison of the data obtained with motility plates and with
single cell analysis revealed a remarkable congruence of the
macroscopic and microscopic measurements, indicating that(1) the c-di-GMP specific PDE YhjH limits a pool of c-di-GMP
that is replenished by the synergistic action of the four DGCs,
YegE, YfiN, YedQ, and YddV; and that (2) YcgR gradually
decreases swimming velocity in dependence of increasing
concentrations of c-di-GMP. Although these experiments
strongly suggested that c-di-GMP and YcgR control swimming
speed, we wanted to test an additional effect of these compo-
nents on chemotaxis. For this, we used in vivo fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) measurements to quantita-
tively probe the interaction between CheY-YFP and the switch
complex protein CFP-FliM under steady state and stimulatory
conditions. No relevant difference between the WT and the
DyhjH mutant was found (Figure S1), providing additional
support for the idea that c-di-GMP governs cell motility primarily
by modulating swimming velocity.
YcgR Controls Motor Activity through Direct Interaction
with the MotA Motor Protein
To expose how YcgR controls motility, we isolated spontaneous
motile suppressors of the DyhjH mutant. This approach is based
on the idea that specific mutations in the direct molecular
target of YcgR could disrupt this interaction and thereby render
the target blind for high levels of c-di-GMP. Four different
suppressor mutations altering two specific residues of the stator
protein MotA were isolated several times independently
(Extended Experimental Procedures). Three suppressors had
exchanged glycine 93 to glutamate, valine, or arginine, respec-
tively, while one suppressor had replaced serine 96 to leucine
(Figure 2A). G93 and S96 are in the immediate vicinity of two
highly conserved residues of MotA (R90 and E98) that are
involved in electrostatic interactions with conserved residues
(D289, D288, and R281) of the rotor protein FliG (Figure 2A)
(Zhou et al., 1998). This MotA-FliG interaction is believed to be
crucial for torque generation of the flagellar motor. All four
motA mutations caused strong suppression of the DyhjH motility
defect in motility test plates, with swarm sizes ranging from
68% to 82% of the WT swarm sizes (DyhjH shows swarm sizes
below 40% of the WT; Figure S2A). When the swimming speeds
of individual cells of these four suppressor mutants were
analyzed with the help of video tracking, differences between
the mutants became apparent. The motA(G93E) mutant dis-
played WT speed, the motA(G93R) mutant intermediate speed,
and the motA(G93V) and motA(S96L) mutants DyhjH-like swim-
ming velocities (Figure 2B). Since all four suppressors performed
well in motility plates, we speculated that motA(G93V) and
motA(S96L) might only display their enhanced swimming capa-
bility at increased viscosity, conditions that more closely mimic
the situation on motility plates. Indeed, when medium viscosity
was increased by the addition of Ficoll (10%), all suppressor
mutants showed higher swimming speeds than the yhjH
mutant, albeit not reaching the values of WT cells under these
conditions (Figure 2B). Thus, the differences in swimming
velocity between the DyhjH mutant and the motile suppressors
are more pronounced under conditions of increased viscosity.
The G93 and S96 residues are conserved in MotA proteins
(Figure 2A), even among species that do not possess a copy
of YcgR. Moreover, the amino acid exchanges identified in
this study do not occur in any native MotA sequences in theCell 141, 107–116, April 2, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 109
Figure 2. Mutations in motA Facilitate Swimming at High c-di-GMP
Concentrations
(A) Motile suppressorscarry exchanges in the FliG-MotA interface. A ‘‘Weblogo’’
(Crooks et al., 2004) representing sequence conservation among several
hundred MotA and FliG homologs is shown. Numbers are according to the
E. coli sequences, with positive (blue) and negative charges (green) high-
lighted. Residues exchanged in the motile suppressors are indicated in red.
Dashed lines indicate postulated electrostatic interactions between stator
(MotA) and rotor (FliG) residues (Zhou et al., 1998).
(B) The swimming velocities of suppressor mutants and control strains were
recorded at different viscosities (with and without 10% Ficoll). Velocities of
at least 100 individual cells are summarized as for Figure 1. The velocity of
the DyhjH mutant is significantly different from the velocities of all other strains
at high viscosity (right). At low viscosity, the velocities of the suppressors
harboring the S96L and G93V alleles are not significantly different from the
DyhjH mutant (left). All p values are <0.05. For the behavior of these
suppressor mutants in soft agar plates or the effects of the mutations in
a yhjH+ background, see Figure S2.databases (470 sequences were checked). This indicates
that G93 and S96 might play a role in motility that goes beyond
the genetic interaction with ycgR. Indeed, we found that two of
the suppressor mutants harbor partially defective motors that
outperform WT motors only under conditions of elevated c-di-
GMP—e.g., in a DyhjH background—but display inferior motility
in a yhjH+ background (Figure S2B).
Nevertheless, on the basis of the above observations, it
appeared plausible that YcgR directly interacts with MotA in110 Cell 141, 107–116, April 2, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.a c-di-GMP-dependent fashion. To test this idea, we first sought
to analyze the subcellular localization of YcgR with the help of
a yfp-ycgR fusion expressed from a plasmid. As a marker for
the localization of flagellar basal bodies, we coexpressed
a cfp-fliM fusion (Sourjik and Berg, 2002). When expressed in
the DyhjH mutant, both fusion proteins localized to randomly
distributed foci in the cell envelope. The majority ofDyhjHmutant
cells showed at least two distinct YFP-YcgR foci, while some
cells displayed up to eight foci (Figure 3A, Movie S2, part A).
Whereas in the DyhjH mutant most of the YcgR foci colocalized
with CFP-FliM foci, strains that either harbor a WT copy of yhjH
(yhjH+) or a deletion of motA (DyhjH DmotA) displayed irregular,
patchy YFP-YcgR fluorescence that was not cell envelope
associated and did not colocalize with CFP-FliM (Figure 3A,
Movie S2, parts B and E). Thus, YcgR (but not FliM) focus forma-
tion was only observed at elevated c-di-GMP (in the presence of
DyhjH) and in the presence of MotA (Figure 3A). When WT motA
was replaced by the motA suppressor alleles, the number of
YcgR foci was strongly reduced in the absence of YhjH. The
few YcgR foci still visible in the motA suppressor strains gener-
ally colocalized with FliM (Figure 3A; Movie S2, parts C and D;
and data not shown). Together, these findings suggested that
YcgR, upon binding of c-di-GMP, localizes to the flagellar
motors, where it interacts with WT MotA, but less efficiently
with MotA, harboring exchanges of G93 or S96.
To provide evidence for a direct interaction of YcgR and MotA
in vivo, we measured FRET between MotA-CFP and YFP-YcgR
fusion proteins coexpressed from plasmids. FRET was deter-
mined via acceptor photobleaching (Kentner and Sourjik, 2009)
(for a typical FRET measurement, see Figure S3). Consistent
with the delocalized pattern of YcgR in WT cells, no FRET signal
was observed in the presence of the PDE YhjH. In contrast, the
DyhjH mutant showed a pronounced FRET signal that was
further increased in a strain lacking additional PDEs and thus
displaying an even higher cellular level of c-di-GMP (Figure 3B).
Importantly, FRET signals between YcgR and MotA variants
harboring exchanges of G93 or S96 were strongly reduced or
completely abolished (Figure 3B). Taken together, these experi-
ments suggested that YcgR directly interacts with MotA
complexes assembled at flagellar basal bodies and that the
efficiency of this interaction correlates with the cellular level of
c-di-GMP. MotA variants that fail to interact with YcgR and facil-
itate flagellar function at high c-di-GMP levels harbor exchanges
in or close to the FliG-MotA interface, suggesting that YcgR
binding might interfere with motor function by modulating the
stator-rotor interaction.
YcgR Interferes with Individual Stator Units
in a Brake-like Fashion
Next, we asked how YcgR controls flagellar-driven cell velocity.
In principle it could—in analogy to a clutch—uncouple the stator
units from the rotor (Blair et al., 2008). Alternatively, it might
function in a brake-like fashion by actively decelerating or pre-
venting flagellar rotation (including passive rotation) (Pilizota
et al., 2009). To distinguish between these two possibilities, we
compared the behavior of tethered cells in the DyhjH mutant
and in the WT. Cells were attached via a single sheared flagellar
filament to the coverslip of a microscopy chamber with the
Figure 3. YcgRBinds toMotA in Flagellar Basal Bodies in ac-di-GMP
Dependent Manner
(A) Fluorescence micrographs of WT and mutant cells coexpressing yfp-ycgR
(left) and cfp-fliM (right). Images are projections of deconvolved micrographs
spanning six Z positions. Arrows indicate representative fluorescent foci.
Dynamic Z scans of the same samples are shown in Movie S2.
(B) Summary of in vivo acceptor photobleaching FRET experiments with YFP-
YcgR and MotA-CFP. FRET values, defined as fractional change in the CFP
fluorescence upon YFP bleaching, are displayed as percent above baseline
with standard deviations. Typically, values above 0.5% are indicative ofhelp of a flagellin-specific antibody. This allows analyzing the
behavior of individual motors by scoring the rotation of the teth-
ered cells. Three categories of cells can be distinguished in these
assays: (1) Actively rotating cells (‘‘run’’); this category consists
of cells that have a working flagellar motor. (2) Passively rotating
cells; this category comprises cells that have unlocked stator
and rotor (‘‘clutch’’) as well as cells that are not tethered via
a flagellum, but via some alternative flexible structure (e.g.,
a pilus) and thus are rotated passively by flow forces or Brownian
motion. (3) Static cells; this category comprises cells that are
tethered via a flagellum with a locked motor (‘‘brake’’) and cells
that stick to the coverslip via more than one flagellar structure
or are attached nonspecifically. The DyhjH mutant showed
significantly more static cells than the WT (60% versus 45%)
and a fraction of actively spinning cells that was reduced accord-
ingly (16% versus 30%). Both strains showed comparable
numbers of passively rotating cells (Figure 4A). The accumula-
tion of static cells at the expense of rotating cells was dependent
on YcgR, since a DyhjH DycgR double mutant showed numbers
that were similar to WT cells. Importantly, a DyhjH DmotA
mutant, lacking the stator, showed no actively rotating cells
but twice as many passively rotating cells as the DyhjH mutant.
This excludes the possibility that the DyhjH mutant is generally
more sticky and surface adherent, a phenomenon that could
mask a clutch-like effect of YcgR in this assay. From this, we
conclude that YcgR functions in a brake-like fashion to actively
decrease torque generation by the flagellar motor. Since flagellar
rotation and proton influx are tightly coupled (Gabel and Berg,
2003) and since individual stators function independently of
each other in torque generation (Blair and Berg, 1988), it appears
to be likely that YcgR-mediated motor curbing involves a reduc-
tion of proton influx. Together with the findings presented in
Figure 1, the behavior of tethered cells suggested that, at the
c-di-GMP concentrations present in a DyhjH mutant, not all
flagellar motors are completely inactivated by YcgR. This raised
the question of whether inactivation of one stator unit is sufficient
to inactivate a flagellar motor or whether motor output could be
gradually curbed by the inactivation of increasing numbers of
stator complexes. To address this question, we coexpressed
WT motA and the motA(G93E) suppressor allele at different
relative proportions in a DyhjH mutant and determined the swim-
ming velocities under these conditions. Five different allele
combinations were used: strains that contained (1) only WT
motA, (2) only motA(G93E), (3) WT motA in the chromosome
and motA(G93E) on a plasmid, (4) motA(G93E) in the chromo-
some and WT motA on a plasmid, or (5) WT motA in the chromo-
some and on a plasmid. In the presence of low L-arabinose
inducer concentrations (0,08%) to drive submaximal expression
of the plasmid encodedmotA alleles, four discrete velocity levels
were observed (Figure 4B). When only WT MotA was present,
cells displayed the slowest velocities (the small difference in
median velocities between these two strains is not statistically
significant). WhenmotA(G93E) was expressed from the chromo-
some and WT motA from the plasmid, cells showed a small butpositive interaction (Kentner and Sourjik, 2009). Intracellular c-di-GMP
concentrations of selected strains are replicated from Figure 1 for comparison.
A typical FRET experiment is shown in Figure S3.
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Figure 4. YcgR Limits Individual Stators in a Brake-like Fashion
(A) Rotation behavior of tethered WT and mutant cells. Tethered cells were
assigned to four categories (see the Experimental Procedures): passively
rotating (gray), actively rotating (white), nonrotating (black), and ambiguous
(light gray). For each strain, at least 200 cells were scored, and average
112 Cell 141, 107–116, April 2, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.significant increase in velocity. Velocity was further increased
when motA(G93E) was expressed from the plasmid in the pres-
ence of a chromosomal WT motA copy and reached maximal
levels when the motA(G93E) suppressor was the only motA
copy present in the cell (Figure 4B). In the presence of higher
levels of the inducer (0.2%), the plasmid-born allele of merodi-
ploid strains [motA(wt) + motA(G93A)] became fully dominant,
resulting in velocities corresponding to the respective haploid
motA WT or motA(G93E) strain (data not shown). From this, we
conclude that at the lower inducer concentration (0.08%), the
plasmid encoded motA allele yields only slightly more MotA
protein than the chromosomal motA allele, leading to interme-
diate velocities. In contrast, at saturating inducer concentrations
(0.2%), the plasmid encoded motA allele produces much higher
MotA protein levels than the chromosomal motA allele, and thus
the plasmid copy becomes fully dominant. Importantly, all
strains showed a unimodal speed distribution, demonstrating
that intermediate velocities result from variations occurring at
the cellular level (by mixing WT and mutant motor proteins) as
opposed to variations at the population level (by mixing slow
and fast cells) (Figure S4A). Also, when the same combinations
of motA WT and suppressor alleles were coexpressed in
a yhjH+ strain, no speed differences were observed (Figure S4A).
The observation that at elevated cellular levels of c-di-GMP
coexpression of WT and suppressor motA alleles results in inter-
mediate swimming velocities suggested that flagellar motors
harboring a mixture of WT and YcgR-blind stator complexes
display ratio-dependent intermediate motor outputs. This sug-
gests that YcgR can inactivate individual stator complexes inde-
pendently and that inactivation of a subset of stators in the same
motor is not sufficient to arrest motors, but instead causes
submaximal torque production.
Motor Curbing Involves Electrostatic Interactions
between the Rotor and Stator
Next, we addressed the question of the molecular conse-
quences of YcgR binding to stator complexes. Torque genera-
tion requires electrostatic interactions between the MotA stator
and FliG rotor proteins. This involves MotA residues that are in
the immediate vicinity of residues affecting YcgR interactionpercentages are displayed next to bars for comparison. Statistical analysis
of these data revealed that the following notions are statistically valid (for
details, see the Extended Experimental Procedures): (1) The DyhjH mutant
shows more static cells and less actively rotating cells than the WT or the
DyhjH DycgR mutant (p < 0.05). (2) The small differences for the passively
rotating cells among these three strains were not found to be statistically
significant despite small confidence intervals. (3) The DyhjH DmotA mutant
shows more passively rotating cells compared to the DyhjH mutant (p < 0.05).
(B) Swimming velocities of DyhjH strains coexpressing WT motA and the motA
(G93E) suppressor allele. Alleles are expressed alone or reciprocally from
either plasmid or the chromosome as indicated. Velocities of at least 60 indi-
vidual cells are displayed as for Figure 1. Median velocities of all strains
were significantly different from each other (p < 0.05).
(C) Swimming velocities of WT andDyhjHmutant in the presence and absence
of 0.2 M K+. Box plots summarize the velocities of at least 50 individual cells
and are displayed as for Figure 1. The median velocity of the DyhjH mutant
analyzed in the absence of K+ is significantly different from the control strain
and/or conditions (p < 0.05).
See also Figure S4.
Figure 5. YcgR and c-di-GMP Control Decelera-
tion at Entry into Stationary Phase
Velocities of individual cells of WT and mutant strains were
scored in 30 min intervals throughout the growth curve
starting at an optical density of 0.4 (time = 0). Velocities
of at least 100 individual cells are summarized as box plots
and displayed as in Figure 1. The top panel depicts a matrix
of pairwise comparison of median velocities at single time
points for statistically significant differences (Kruskal-
Wallis rank sum test): The strain identity is indicated by
color-coded squares and significant differences (p < 0.05)
or nonsignificant differences are indicated with filled or
open squares, respectively. The increase of the optical
densities of each strain is shown in the inset.(Zhou et al., 1998). The presence of high concentrations of
potassium ions can affect flagellar motor function, presumably
by interference with the electrostatic interactions between
MotA and FliG (Zhou et al., 1998). Therefore, we tested whether
potassium has an effect on the swimming performance of
mutants with elevated cellular c-di-GMP levels. Remarkably,
the addition of 200 mM KCl to the medium 5 min before
recording bacterial swimming trajectories completely restored
the swimming velocity of aDyhjHmutant to WT levels (Figure 4C).
Fluorescence microscopy experiments showed that treatment
with potassium did not lead to the dissociation of YcgR from
the basal body complexes and thus does not influence the
cellular c-di-GMP concentration or the YcgR motor interaction
(Figure S4B). The potassium effect on DyhjH mutant cells
was also observed on motility test plates, while Na+ or several
divalent cations had no effect on swimming performance (Fig-
ure S4C and data not shown). Also, changes of the medium
pH between 4.5 and 8.3 had no influence on swimming perfor-
mance of the DyhjH mutant, arguing against the idea that the
reduced swimming speed of this strain is related to an altered
membrane potential (data not shown). Since K+ ions can be
tolerated intracellularly in high concentrations, and considering
the rapid response to K+, a straightforward interpretation of
these findings is that K+ directly affects electrostatic interactions
in the YcgR-bound MotA-FliG motor complex and thereby over-
comes motor curbing.
Growth Phase-Dependent Control of Swimming Velocity
Is Mediated by c-di-GMP and YcgR
Finally, we asked under which conditions the c-di-GMP signaling
network (Figure 1) operates to modulate E. coli motility. The
swimming velocity of E. coli depends on the growth phase with
cells accelerating in midexponential phase and decelerating
after reaching stationary phase. While acceleration was attrib-
uted to flagellar gene induction when cells approach stationary
phase, the molecular basis for deceleration in stationary phase
remained unclear (Amsler et al., 1993). Interestingly, Pesavento
et al. recently showed that expression of yhjH is shut down
upon entry of E. coli into stationary phase (Pesavento et al.,
2008). Thus, bacterial deceleration might be a direct result ofYhjH diminishment. To test this, we compared bacterial velocity
of WT and three mutant strains [DycgR,motA(G93E), andD4dgc,
the latter strain lacking all four DGCs linked to motility control]
during different growth phases (Figure 5). All four strains showed
an acceleration phase during logarithmic growth, followed by
a phase of constant high velocity. This high-speed phase consis-
tently occurred at optical densities between approximately 0.8
and 1.2 and persisted for approximately 90 to 120 min for the
WT strain. The three mutants generally displayed faster swim-
ming than the WT, with the DycgR mutant showing the highest
velocity at most time points, and the motA(G93E) and D4dgc
strains displaying intermediate swimming speeds. As cultures
approached stationary phase, velocity of WT cells gradually
decreased from approximately 25 mm/s to speeds below
15 mm/s in stationary phase. In contrast, swimming speeds of
the three mutant strains remained high for another 1–2 hr before
these strains also decelerated and reached WT-like levels in
stationary phase. This defines a window at the entry into
stationary phase during which the c-di-GMP-YcgR regulatory
network that we identified here intervenes with cell motility and
enforces a significant reduction in swimming speed. This behav-
ioral adaptation might be critical for a successful, energy-saving
transition of rapidly propagating cells into resting cells under
competitive conditions of vanishing resources.
DISCUSSION
The bacterial flagellar motor has been a fascinating studying
object for more than 40 years. But despite significant advances
in structure and function of the motor, a comprehensive model
for the conversion of proton motive force into torque is still
lacking. Here, we are adding a piece to the puzzle by showing
that bacteria can fine-tune motor output by adjusting the
intracellular concentration of the bacterial second messenger
c-di-GMP. Our data demonstrate that intermediate c-di-GMP
concentrations are translated into discrete swimming speeds
and that this information is directly relayed to the flagellar motor
by the c-di-GMP binding protein YcgR, which interacts with the
proton channels in the cytoplasmic membrane to curb motor
output. This allows cells to adapt their motility behavior inCell 141, 107–116, April 2, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 113
Figure 6. Model for c-di-GMP-Mediated Motor Curbing in E. coli
Cell envelope-spanning flagellar hook basal bodies (gray) and surrounding
stator units (yellow, MotA; green, MotB) are shown. C-di-GMP is produced
by four different DGCs and hydrolyzed by the PDE YhjH to linear di-GMP
(pGpG). GGDEF domains (DGCs) and EAL domains (PDEs) are indicated in
orange and red, respectively. Upon binding of c-di-GMP, the YcgR brake
(blue) interacts with the MotA motor protein to limit individual stator
complexes. Successive occupation of an increasing number of stator
complexes from the same motor with c-di-GMP-loaded YcgR leads to a step-
wise decrease of torque production (indicated by arrow size), which is associ-
ated with less proton (small red spheres) influx.response to information about a changing environment and may
contribute to the economic use of vanishing resources and/or to
the physiological adaptation associated with the transition from
a state of growth to a state of persistence.
We propose the following model for c-di-GMP mediated
motor curbing (Figure 6): Docking of c-di-GMP loaded YcgR
to MotA leads to reinforcement of electrostatic interactions
between the stator subunit MotA and its rotor counterpart FliG.
As a consequence, YcgR-free, active stators have to work
against the drag imposed on the rotor by the arrested stator
complexes that have YcgR latched onto. Increasing the number
of YcgR-occupied stator complexes in response to higher c-di-
GMP concentrations is predicted to cause a stepwise decrease
of torque production and thus motor curbing. Under conditions
of high load (e.g., in tethering experiments), this will eventually
lead to motor arrest, whereas for a freely swimming cell this
will lead to intermediate swimming velocities. The model is
based on the following key findings: (1) motile suppressors that
are YcgR-blind, harbor mutations in a defined region of MotA
known to interact with FliG (Figure 2), (2) the efficiency of the
YcgR-MotA interactions correlates with the cellular c-di-GMP
concentration (Figure 3B), (3) YcgR binding to individual stator
complexes leads to rotor locking rather than rotor disengage-
ment (Figure 4A), (4) ‘‘mixed motors,’’ which harbor WT and
YcgR-blind MotA subunits, display discrete intermediate swim-
ming speeds at high c-di-GMP concentrations (Figure 4B), and
(5) the presence of potassium can overcome YcgR imposed
swimming speed restriction (Figure 4C). Additional support
for this model comes from ‘‘resurrection experiments,’’ which
showed that an increasing number of active stator complexes
leads to discrete increments of flagellar rotation frequency (Blair
and Berg, 1988; Darnton et al., 2007; Yuan and Berg, 2008). On
the basis of these reports and according to our model, a flagellum
with 11 stator complexes (Reid et al., 2006) could produce114 Cell 141, 107–116, April 2, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.a maximum of 12 (0–11) output regimes that are translated into
discrete swimming velocities (Figure 6). Because each stator
complex harbors four copies of MotA, an alternative (but
mutually not exclusive) explanation for the results obtained in
Figure 4B is that intermediate swimming speeds are based on
mixed individual stator complexes as opposed to mixed motors
with YcgR-blind and YcgR-sensitive stators. In this scenario, the
ratio of YcgR-blind and WT MotA within a stator complex would
determine its efficiency, and, accordingly, each stator could
produce a maximum of five different output levels.
It is noteworthy that flagellar motor arrest by a protein that
functions in a brake-like fashion is not unprecedented. The
monoflagellated bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides does not
use a run-and-tumble mechanism, but rather a run-and-stop
mechanism to perform chemotaxis. Pilizota et al. have reported
recently that stopping involves rotor arrests that are mediated by
one of the Rhodobacter homologs of CheY (Pilizota et al., 2009).
Interestingly, Rhodobacter MotA, which shows 59% similarity to
E. coli MotA, harbors a noncanonical sequence between the
highly conserved residues R90 and E98, with G93 being deleted
(Figure S2C). Poor conservation of the region of MotA implicated
in motor curbing between E. coli and R. sphaeroides may reflect
the fundamentally different physiological roles of their respective
flagellar brakes.
It remains to be seen how many bacterial species employ
a swimming speed control mechanism similar to the one
described here. But, interestingly, there is a strong correlation
between the presence of motA and the presence of GGDEF/
EAL domain encoding genes in bacterial genomes. For example,
of 63 bacterial species that do not harbor any GGDEF/EAL
domain encoding gene (Galperin, 2005), only six species (three
Helicobacter species, and one species each from the genera
Photorhabdus, Leifsonia, and Wigglesworthia) harbor a copy of
motA. Likewise, from 50 different species that harbor a YcgR-
like protein (domain structure: YcgR-PilZ), all but one (Shigella
boydii) are predicted to be motile. On the basis of these numbers,
it seems likely that many bacterial species employ cyclic di-GMP
signaling to control swimming velocity.
It is interesting to point out some analogies to EspE from
Bacillus subtilis, which interferes with flagellar function in a
clutch-like fashion (Blair et al., 2008). This protein was found
to directly interact with the flagellar basal body, and clutch-
insensitive suppressor mutations affected residues in FliG.
Despite their localization outside of the FliG-MotA interface,
these residues appear to be well positioned to indirectly affect
the MotA-FliG interaction and thereby disengage rotor and
stator. Interestingly, EspE is a glycosyltransferase implicated in
exopolysaccharide biosynthesis and biofilm induction. The
bifunctional EspE protein might thus directly coordinate motility
control with exopolysaccharide biosynthesis to ensure success-
ful surface colonization. Likewise, downregulation of cell motility
and induction of surface adhesins and biofilm matrix compo-
nents are inversely coordinated in many bacterial species by
the action of DGCs and PDEs (Pesavento et al., 2008; Simm
et al., 2004).
E. coli directs its movement in an aqueous environment via
phosphorylation-mediated control of motor reversals. Why
would bacterial cells, in addition to this sophisticated motor
control, modulate their swimming speed? It is well established
that flagellar rotation rate is tightly coupled to proton influx
(Gabel and Berg, 2003). A reduction of rotation speed would
thus reduce the consumption of protons, and, consequently,
slow swimming would save energy. Switching to a fuel-con-
serving locomotion regime is particularly important under low
nutrient conditions. In this respect, it is noteworthy that not
only is yhjH expression ceased at entry into stationary phase,
but also that two of the four DGCs involved in velocity control,
YegE and YedQ, display stationary phase induction on the tran-
scriptional level (Weber et al., 2006). Interestingly, flagellar gene
transcription has recently been found to be downregulated in
stationary phase by a c-di-GMP-independent mechanism
(Lemke et al., 2009). This additional level of control likely explains
why cells eventually decelerate, even in the absence of ycgR-
mediated motor curbing (Figure 5). The finding that c-di-GMP-
mediated limitation of bacterial velocity coincides with entry
into stationary phase, when nutrients become scarce, lends
support for the idea that one function of the mechanism
described here might be to adjust bacterial velocity to the energy
status of the cell. Because c-di-GMP is a key factor controlling
surface adherence, an alternative model could be that discrete
swimming velocities reflect different stages of a preadaptation
to a surface-associated, biofilm life style. A cell with curbed
motor output generates less propulsion and thus has a higher
propensity to become permanently attached if it happens to
encounter a surface. Likewise, reduced motor activity could
represent a signal to induce factors involved in surface adhesion.
Thus, elevated c-di-GMP concentrations and associated slower
swimming speeds in stationary phase might reflect an increasing
need to settle down when nutrients become scarce.
The discovery of flagellar motor curbing might have implica-
tions beyond the biology of bacterial locomotion. On the basis
of our findings, one could for example imagine to exploit the
flagellar motor to engineer a rotary nanomachine that can be
fine-tuned ad libitum (van den Heuvel and Dekker, 2007). The
rotation speed of such a device could be controlled by adjust-
ment of the c-di-GMP concentration with the help of DGC/PDE
pairs that respond to external stimuli like light or other easily
administered signals.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
More-detailed descriptions of experimental procedures are provided in the
Extended Experimental Procedures.
Video Tracking
Bacterial cells were grown in tryptone broth (TB) at 37C to an optical density
between 0.8 and 1.2 and were diluted into fresh TB at room temperature.
Samples were immediately placed into microscopic chambers for recording
of two 30 s videos of cells near the coverslip at 12 frames per second with
a video microscope equipped with dark-field optics at 403 magnification.
Video frames were imported as stacks into ImageJ 1.42 (http://rsbweb.nih.
gov/ij/) and trajectories of usually several hundred bacteria were calculated
with the ‘‘2D particle tracker’’ plugin (http://www.mosaic.ethz.ch/Downloads/
ParticleTracker/). A custom made ‘‘R’’ script was used to compute velocities of
individual bacterial cells based on particle tracker data, which contain XY
coordinates of individual bacteria for each frame (http://www.r-project.org/).
Experiments were repeated independently at least once, and a representative
data set is shown.Fluorescence Microscopy
E. coli cells harboring pHL55 (yfp-ycgR) and pVS31 (cfp-fliM) were grown as
indicated above for video tracking, but with antibiotics to select for plasmids
and with 0.04% L-arabinose to induce cfp-fliM. Z stacks of cells were acquired
with 150 nm spacing on an Olympus IX71 microscope equipped with an
UPlanSApo 1003 objective and a coolSNAP HQ (Photometrics) CCD camera.
Exposure times were 1.5 s for YFP and 0.5 s for CFP. Z stacks were decon-
volved with softWorx (Applied Precision), and ‘‘maximum-intensity’’ Z projec-
tions were made with ImageJ 1.42.FRET Measurements
E. coli cells harboring pHL55 (yfp-ycgR) and pHL14 (motA-cfp) were grown to
an OD600 of 0.5 in the presence of 10 mM IPTG to induce yfp-ycgR and 0.001%
L-arabinose to induce motA-cfp. Cells were harvested and resuspended in
tethering buffer (Slocum and Parkinson, 1985), and acceptor photobleaching
FRET measurements were performed on a Zeiss Axiovert 200 microscope,
as described before (Kentner and Sourjik, 2009). YFP bleaching was accom-
plished by a 532 nm diode laser (Rapp OptoElectronic, Hamburg). For each
measurement, photons were counted for 0.5 s with a counter function of
the PCI-6034E board, controlled by a custom-written LabView 7.1 program
(both from National Instruments, Austin, TX). CFP emission was recorded
before and after bleaching of YFP by a 15 s laser pulse, and FRET was calcu-
lated as the signal increase divided by the total signal after bleaching, as
defined previously (Sourjik et al., 2007).Tethering Assay
Cells for tethering assays were grown in TB and prepared as described
(Slocum and Parkinson, 1985). Movies of tethered cells were recorded with
Nomarski optics and a 253 objective. Z projections of all frames in such
a movie were made with ImageJ, and several hundred cells per strain and
experiment were visually assigned to the categories mentioned in the results
section as described in Blair et al. (2008).Determination of Intracellular c-di-GMP Concentrations
Cultures were grown in tryptone medium to an optical density of 0.5. One
milliliter aliquots were used to quantify total protein with a bicinchoninic acid
assay. Cells from 5 ml culture were harvested quickly by centrifugation, and
extracts were prepared essentially as described (Rabinowitz and Kimball,
2007). The extracts were analyzed by liquid chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry on an API 3000 triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA), coupled with a Series 200 HPLC System (Perkin
Elmer Instruments, Norwalk, CT). C-di-GMP was detected via selected reac-
tion monitoring (SRM) in positive ionization mode. Liquid chromatography
separation was achieved on a reversed-phase column with an ammonium
acetate-methanol gradient (retention time for c-di-GMP: 8.8 min). C-di-GMP
kindly provided by BioLog (Bremen, Germany) was used as an external
authentic standard. Details of this method will be described elsewhere
(C.S. and V.K., unpublished data).SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, four
figures, four tables, and two movies and can be found with this article online
at doi:10.1016/j.cell.2010.01.018.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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